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Headlines like the one below are popping up all over the internet.   
 

1st Amendment Dies: $1 Billion Jury Verdict 
Against Alex Jones Bests Largest Defamation 
Case in U.S. History by Over $750 Million 

Alternative media are decrying the loss of First Amendment rights.  But what is really 
going on here? 
 
First:  Is Alex Jones “Controlled Opposition”?  Alex Jones is probably the most “out of 
control”, screaming, fanatical (supposed) ‘promoter of truth’ on the internet.  He gets 
plenty of attention with his childish antics, but that doesn’t help his credibility with 
mature, thinking adults.  Telling the Truth does not require childish behavior, even 
though that is the constant mode of Alex Jones. 
 
Second: Alex Jones has been married twice, both times (it appears) to Jewish women, 
both of whom apparently (according to Jones himself) have been on mind-altering 
medications for their mental problems.  His present wife beat him up quite severely, 
recently.  The question is: Could Jones actually be Jewish, as well? 
 
Third: There is massive – overwhelming – evidence that the Sandy Hook case was a 
total scam, as I show in my book, “The Deliberate Destruction of America and the 
World: Who’s Doing it and Why.”  Of course, we know that the courts are corrupt since 
they are controlled by the Jews, but a judgment of close to a Billion Dollars for this case 
is absolutely Absurd, Outrageous and “Over the Top.” 
 
Fourth:  There is already talk from the journalists that the Judgment will not – and 
cannot – be paid by Jones because he doesn’t have that kind of money.  That would fit 
in with the conclusion that this is all for show: a HUGE judgment for a SCAM case 
against a “Conspiracy Theorist” Podcaster!!! 



 
It is unlikely if any cash will actually change hands.  If it does, the Illuminati will supply it 
to Jones, who will give it to the recipients, who will hand it back to the Illuminati (after 
being given a few shekels for their willingness to LIE.) 
 
CONCLUSION:  So. what’s the bottom line?  The numerous False Flag attacks 
orchestrated by the Jewish Illuminati (the Oklahoma Bombing supposedly by a fertilizer 
bomb, the Controlled Demolition of the Twin Towers, Sandy Hook, the Boston Bombing, 
etc.) have all unraveled when submitted to scrutiny by REAL Truth-Tellers.   
 
So, the Jewish Illuminati want to make sure everyone is TERRIFIED of telling the truth – 
about anything – particularly about the False Flag attacks they engineer.  Their 
message is: 
 

If you Expose Our LIES, You Will Have HELL to Pay! 
 

This is ALL a “Show” to Scare the Goyim into Submission! 
 
  
 

 


